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A Flower's Fate
 
a flower lived happily in a garden,
there is a small room for the warden.
a naughty boy plucked the flower,
and ran away so far.
he kept the flower in his home,
the kept place is so warm.
the beautiful flower dried,
the naughty boy cried.
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Advice
 
buy things, don't covert,
change the mind, don't divert.
study, but not every time,
play, but not every time.
live, but not to eat,
die, but not a youth.
bow the head, but before the thee,
take rest, but don't be free.
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Friend
 
we need a brilliant friend,
  -when we want to study.
we need a faster friend,
  -when the race is ready.
we need a blind friend,
  -when we want to practice braille.
we need a clean friend,
  -when we want to be clean daily.
''A Friend in need is a friend indeed''
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Gifts Of Nature
 
one of the gifts of nature is a tree
  -we depend on it.
one of the gifts of tree is a flower
  -we depend on it.
one of the gifts of flower is a fruit
   -we depend on it.
 
one of the gifts of nature is air
  -we depend on it.
one of the gifts of air is fire
  -we depend on it.
one of the gifts of fire is light
  -we depend on it.
 
we are all in dependence,
when we will get independence?
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Life
 
art is long, life is short,
life is a black art.
some time fun and glad,
some time upset and sad.
we are the toys of fate,
we don't know our death date.
each day in life is a gift of god,
so don't waste the gift of god.
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Money
 
money makes the mare go,
money makes the mare go.
money makes to covert,
money make to divert.
money makes to buy,
money makes to die.
where money is precious,
there peace is worthless.
where peace is precious,
there money is worthless.
bagavath gita says ''leave all and come to me'',
but it is truth for only money.
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Nature-The Fate
 
on a spring day,
i walked on my way.
i admired the nature,
i didn't think my future.
i didn't know when i die,
i lie under a tree looking at the sky.
an ambulance went on the way,
i felt and say.
a birth don't know its death,
a death don't know its next birth.
it is nature,
the fate only knows our future.
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Sun
 
oh! sun what's in you?
all trees plants are growing to reach you.
are they trying to touch you?
are they trying to catch you?
no light when no sun,
no heat when no sun.
no rain when no sun.
no green when no sun.
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The God
 
fear for god and goddess,
then your life gets brightness.
some says ''god is anywhere'',
some says ''god is nowhere''.
some says ''god is inside men''
what is true then?
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The Jaguar
 
the faster jaguar flies,
it's poor prey dies.
it has a sharp mind,
it is a cat kind.
it is always rude,
it only searches for food.
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The Moon
 
the moon is in height,
in pure silver white.
it is not seen in day,
it brightens my way.
it is a natural satellite,
it give us light.
it reflects the light of sun,
in night playing with moon is too fun.
it's revolution time is 27.3 days,
it comes together in my ways.
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